
 Transform the User Journey: 
8 Ways to Ensure Customer 
Expectations Are Met
Customer expectations are higher than ever, and the development process must keep pace if software is 
to deliver the right quality and a flawless user experience. Here are 8 recommendations to make it happen:

 
It’s essential to validate that  
your web, mobile, rich-client  
and enterprise applications  
have consistent functionality  
and performance.

1.   Accurately capture customer requirements across business and development.  
When customer expectations are high and timelines are short, it’s crucial to create 
accurate business requirements before development begins. Micro Focus® Atlas™ 
helps you capture concepts and ideas early on, in a variety of formats including photos, 
emails, documents or even quick scribbles. This frees business users to work in ways 
they’re entirely familiar with. Business requirements are then sent directly to delivery 
team backlog and test management tools, so business and engineering teams are in 
sync, and everyone knows what needs to be created.

2.  Align development to customer requirements. It’s often difficult to visually see 
the progress and status of customer requirements, after they have been broken down 
into stories by your development teams. By translating the status of development and 
test activities into the context of customer requirements, Micro Focus tools helps you 
maintain traceability of detailed stories and tasks back to the original requirement. This 
transparency ensures the business can track user requirements while they are under 
development, even when they evolve over the life of the project.

3.  Ensure a consistent user experience, on any device, anywhere. It’s essential 
to validate that your web, mobile, rich-client and enterprise applications have consistent 
functionality and performance, no matter where the end user is located or what device 
they’re using. Micro Focus helps you test real world peak-loads and performance 
across multiple geographies, as well as load and functional testing of your applications 
across all devices and platforms. It’s how we help you ensure a positive user experience 
at any scale and when facing many hundreds of different configurations.

4.  Improve quality without disrupting existing development environments. 
The Micro Focus Silk Portfolio of testing tools integrates with all major build and 
development environments, to ensure quality is introduced at the right time and in 
the right order for your software development process. Since plans and requirements 
are directly integrated with development tools, it’s easy to introduce efficiency and 
accuracy to quality practices without disrupting development team activities. 
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5.  Centralize testing to improve quality. Micro Focus Silk Central™ helps you create  
a centralized environment to integrate, manage and schedule tests of all types, includ-
ing manual, unit, automated functional, mobile and performance tests. You gain better 
control, improved collaboration and full traceability of the quality of your software 
testing across all areas of your software testing, whether your methodology is Agile, 
traditional or hybrid. This integration dramatically improves the ability to deliver quality 
software that meets customer expectations.

6.   Have confidence that software is ready to release. Distributed test teams and  
different versions and variants of tests add to the complexity of tracking test assets 
and results. But knowing that software is genuinely ready for release is crucial to 
meeting customer expectations. Our centralized test management solution will drive 
efficiency and allow you to answer two fundamental questions at release time: ‘Does 
the software deliver what the customer needs?’ and ‘Is the quality of the software high 
enough to meet expectations?’ Only when you have clear answers to both can you 
actually meet customer needs and generate value in the marketplace.

7.   Eliminate compromises between fast delivery and quality delivery. Fast 
 delivery and high quality needn’t cause a conflict in software development. Micro Focus 
Silk Test™ leverages test script portability and re-use across multiple browsers and 
application versions to reduce project time and cost. Silk Test also integrates with all 
major build and development environments, to ensure quality is introduced at the right 
time and in the right sequence. Execute and run tests from any continuous integration 
environment to ensure speed and quality without compromise.

8.  Use real time user experience tracking. Real time user experience tracking and 
transaction monitoring further validates that customer expectations are being met. 
Micro Focus enables user testing which verifies the UX and application quality in real 
time. You can quickly detect, isolate and resolve the root cause of performance prob-
lems. And our tools help you minimize test and fix cycles, make better use of expensive 
resources, and reduce business risk.
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Ensure your customer expectations are met. Visit  
www.borland.com/expectations to find out more about 

delivering on business needs, performance and quality.




